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OPINION

Poke around the internet a bit for the search term leveraging-intellectual-
property and you’ll find at least a couple of different things that might interest 
you.

One is that everyone – everyone – in the certain parts of the mainstream 
media is writing about leveraging IP. At this very moment, for instance, the 
website military.com has a story about how former Boeing vice president and 
current US deputy secretary of defense Pat Shanahan says the US military 
will leverage the investments companies like SpaceX and Blue Origin have 
made in space rockets. “Commercial has developed the technology, now 
we’ll tailor it to our military applications,” he said to the website. 

An Ars Technica article reports that Nintendo of America president and 
COO Reggie Fils-Aimé told an audience at the Seattle Geekwire Summit this 
month that the company has plans for “leveraging our intellectual property 
in a variety of ways.” And a business magazine from South Carolina writes 
about an event series sponsored by the local Global Competitiveness 
Council that explores, among other things, “leveraging intellectual property 
through patents.”

But we’re happy to report that the second thing we noticed is that the 
intellectual property community has been discussing how to leverage IP for 
years.

Renowned corporate and transactional lawyer, author and professor 
Andrew Sherman, a senior partner in the Washington office of Seyfarth 
Shaw, was writing about leveraging IP through licensing, joint ventures, 
alliances and franchising as early as 2001, according to a paper we found 
on an otherwise mostly-defunct Washington area website.

But Sherman’s early writing is insightful and set down a good foundation 
for where the industry is today.

“IP is important to maximize value to any company, whether it is a start-
up, a well-established company operating in their key home country, or a 
multinational. Innovation is increasingly recognized as necessary for market 
competitiveness in a range of sectors. Some companies are looking to 
collaboration and open innovation to build and develop IP that can then be 
leveraged by participants,” says Kristin Stammer, a partner at Herbert Smith 
Freehills in Sydney, who spoke to Asia IP’s Johnny Chan. 

Cyril Abrol, a partner at Remfry & Sagar in Gurgaon, told Chan that 
businesses are increasingly recognizing the value of their IP. “May it be a 
brand, logo, literary/artistic work, design or invention, such intangible assets 
have substantial value and are undoubtedly essential in the formulation of 
business strategies,” he said.

We think you’ll find our cover story interesting and full of tips for how to 
leverage your own intellectual property assets. Take a look, and let us know 
what you think.

Leverage
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INDIA

India Features in LES 
USA and Canada Deals of 
Distinction

The Licensing Executives Society 
(USA and Canada) named five licensing 
deals as its 2018 Deals of Distinction at 
its 2018 Annual Meeting in Boston this 
month.

Two of the deals had participants 
from India, including one involving a 
low-cost, temperature-tolerant vaccine 
and one involving mobile phone 
handsets.

The Industry/University and 
Government Laboratories deal went 
to the Serum Institute of India and 
the National Institute of Allergy and 
Infectious Diseases, which is part of the 
US National Institutes of Health (NIH).

“The idea behind this project is that 
disease and the ability to cure it doesn’t 
really stop at any particular border,” 
said Steven Ferguson, a senior advisor 
at NIH. “Particularly, the issue of 
rotavirus is an important issue in the 
United States and in other areas of the 
world, where it is life-threatening. We’re 
very pleased through this international 
partnership to have a vaccine come 
forward.”

Jagdish Zade, deputy director of the 
Serum Institute, said that the vaccine 
has reduced the price of rotavirus 
treatment from US$60 to US$1, and 
has made it available throughout the 
world. “The Serum Institute had the 
technology for this, and NIH provided 
the science for this project. Joining the 
science and technology [resulted in] 
this vaccine being prepared and [being 
made] commercially available,” Zade 
said. 

The vaccine has been approved by 
the World Health Organization and the 
government of India.

The consumer products sector award 
went to Ericsson and Micromax.

“After years of negotiation and 
litigation, these two parties entered into 
a standards essential patent license 
that provided access to Ericsson’s 
cellular technology globally. This deal 
also demonstrates increased respect 
for IPR in India,” said Lewis Stark, a 
New York-based partner for royalty 
audit and contract compliance at 
Prager Metis CPAs, who presented the 
award on behalf of the LES consumer 
products sector committee.

“We started negotiating with 
Micromax over a patent license in 2009, 
and started litigation with Micromax in 
2013, so it’s been a long time coming 

for this deal,” said Patricio Delgado, 
vice president of FRAND compliance 
at Ericsson. “The reason it’s special 
is because the impact of having India 
truly respect IPR and contribute back 
to the further development of cellular 
technology.”

Delgado specifically praised the Delhi 
High Court for its role in the process. 
“There’s been some commentary on 
India and whether it respects IPR, and I 
think the Delhi High Court really treated 
us fairly. Even though it took a while in 
the court system, we felt like it was an 
even-handed process,” he said.

Micromax is one of India’s largest 
handset vendors. 

The winning deal in the life 
sciences sector was between Pieris 
Pharmaceuticals and AstraZeneca, 
who cooperated on the preclinical 
development of antibody mimics to 
treat respiratory diseases. In the 
energy, chemicals and materials 
sector, LES recognized the partnership 
between Lightbridge and Framatome in 
the commercialization of nuclear fuel 
technology. The high technology sector 
recognized Blockstack’s US$50 million 
initial coin offering.

- Gregory Glass

The Licensing Executives Society (USA and Canada) named five licensing deals as its 2018 Deals of Distinction at its 
2018 Annual Meeting in Boston, including the Industry/University and Government Laboratories deal award, which 

went to the Serum Institute of India and the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, which is part of the 
US National Institutes of Health (NIH). Pictured, from left, are Adrian Cyhan, a partner at Dinsmore & Shohl in San Diego 

and co-leader of the LES IUGI Sector; Steven Ferguson, a senior advisor at NIH; Jenish Patel, a technology transfer 
and patent specialist at NIH; Jagdish Zade, deputy director of the Serum Institute of India; Sameer Naik, manager at the 

Serum Institute of India; and Michele Gunness, senior technology development manager at Oregon Health & Science 
University in Portland. (Photo courtesy of Carla J. Blackman, Design Interface, Inc.)
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US
LES Lawyers Pitch Voluntary 
Licensing Standards

Owners of intellectual property 
and their lawyers are on the front 
line of developing voluntary licensing 
standards, members of a panel 
discussion said at the Licensing 
Executives Society (USA and Canada) 
(LES) 2018 Annual Meeting in Boston 
this month.

LES has established subcommittees 
to draft standards in eight different 
areas, including IP licensing, FRAND 
licensing, IP valuation and IP protection 
in the supply chain. At issue in the 
panel discussion was the work of the 
subcommittee on IP licensing, which 

LES has charged with developing 
a standard for parties’ interactions 
in licensing intellectual property to 
enhance efficiency and trust and 
reduce the need for additional litigation 
and legislation and regulation in this 
field.

Much of the distrust sown in the field 
comes from the steady drumbeat of 
lawsuits from non-practicing entities in 
the United States; lawyers from each 
side shared their experiences with the 
licensing efforts of NPEs.

Lee Cheng, chief legal officer at 
eForCity, a Los Angeles-based retailer 
of premium electronics accessories, 
said that his first experience with 
what he termed “abusive assertions” 

I spent the first half of my legal 
career assiduously trying to avoid 
the insides of courtrooms. If I did 
my job right, my clients would never 
get sued and never go to court. So 
imagine my great surprise when 
I got to Newegg and a bunch of 
patent claims started landing on 
my desk.

- Lee Cheng, chief legal officer,

eForCity, Los Angeles

“

” 

NEWS ANALYSIS

came as chief legal officer of internet 
computer and electronics retailer 
Newegg in 2005. 

“I’m a corporate lawyer, and I 
spent the first half of my legal career 
assiduously trying to avoid the insides 
of courtrooms,” Cheng said. “If I did my 
job right, my clients would never get 
sued and never go to court. So imagine 
to my great surprise when I got to 
Newegg and a bunch of patent claims 
started landing on my desk. I scratched 
my head and said to myself, ‘Why 
are we getting sued? We don’t make 
anything. We’re an internet retailer.’”

That’s when Cheng says he realized 
that patents could granted for things like 
the online shopping carts, drop-down 
menus or search functionalities that are 
ubiquitous across e-commerce.

“And then, we started getting multiple 
claims asserting [essentially] the same 
functionality. We were told, at the time, 
that everyone’s just writing cheques 
[to make the claims go away]” he said. 
“In 2005, Amazon coughed up US$40 
million for a license for a shopping cart 
patent. I thought it was absurd, but I 
kept being told that everyone’s just 
paying.”

Cheng says that as an internet 
retailer of electronics products, 
Newegg’s profits margins were thin. 
“We just couldn’t afford to pay serially 
that kind of money, so we developed 
a strategy to fight back against the 
abusive assertion of patents, and we 
were very successful.”

Cheng says the company fought 
some 35 claims, taking about a dozen 
of them to court. “Along with a handful 
of other companies, I think we helped 
drive some parity in terms of licensing 
litigation,” he said. 

“We’re all familiar with some of the 
worst types of abuses and abusers. 
These are folks who send out 
thousands of demand letters to mom 
and pop stores and to coffee shops 
and whatnot,” Cheng said. “And they 
would just ask for a couple thousand 
dollars or they would threaten these 
small businesses with the cost of 
litigation. They were just trying to make 
the claims and to get licensing revenue 
based purely on the threat of litigation 
as opposed to any substantive merit to 
the patent or the assertion.”

The success of NPEs came about 
largely because there was a lack 
of licensing standards, Cheng said. 
“The most important set of standards 
that needs to be shaped is around 
what constitutes reasonable royalties. 
There’s a very strong need to decrease 
friction in licensing discussions with 
prospective licensors and asserters. 
Rational standards should drive returns 
for legitimate licensors and rights 
holders.”

Moderator Jeff Bartholomew, 
a shareholder at Denver law firm 
Robinson Waters & O’Dorisio, noted 
that NPEs are not the only players 
“who act unreasonably and with some 
abuse.”

Aaric Eisenstein, vice president of 
licensing strategy at Personalized 
Media Communications (PMC), a 
Houston-area inventor-owned patent 
licensing company, said that he largely 
agreed with Cheng, but emphasized 
that abuse goes both ways. 

“I think Lee and I are in violent 
agreement on almost everything,” he 
said. What I heard was a well-reasoned 
and cogent argument against abusive 
behavior. And that’s really the nut of the 
whole thing. If I’ve got 50,000 demand 
letters that I’m sending out to mom 
and pop coffee shops, and I’m saying 
pay me $2,500 or I’m going to drag 
you into court, people are rightly upset 
about that,” he said. “The scenario that 
I deal with, as the licensor of a patent 
portfolio, is the opposite end of that 
same spectrum.”

Eisenstein works for a “mom and pop 
business” as well, he said. “Pop is John 
Harvey, with close to a hundred patents 
and 3,500 claims. They’ve been 
licensed to companies like Panasonic, 
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Toshiba, Sony, Cisco, Scientific Atlanta, 
you name it. Real players, real amounts 
of money, over decades. These were 
folks who gave real consideration for 
the patents. John is the quintessential 

small American inventor [who has] 
patents on everything from digital 
rights management to decryption to 
digital tuning, software downloads, 
e-commerce, you name it. We’ve got all 
kinds of patents.”

His frustrations about claims come 
from a different perspective than 
Cheng’s, he says. 

“We put together the patent portfolio, 
and mom and pop contact somebody 
they think is infringing the patents,” 
Eisenstein says. “You can guess what 
happens. Deafening silence on the 
other end. Do you consider that to be 
abusive? Maybe not. But how about 
this: When we send out a package, it 
has information about the company, 
has our contact information, we’ve got 
claim charts for exemplary products, 
we’ve got a prosecution history that 
dates back to 1981. It’s so heavy, you 
can barely lift the package. There’s 
every bit of information you could 
possibly want to know about our 
patents, our company and why you 
should want to do a deal with us. And 
we get no response.”

Eisenstein then recounted a meeting 
with a company’s general counsel in 
which the lawyer told him that the only 
way he was able to allocate resources 
to responding to such a package was 
when he received a scheduling order 
from the court. Eisenstein says the 

general counsel was saying “sue me, 
please.”

“If you can’t have an initial 
conversation, then I would argue that’s 
abusive behavior as well,” Eisenstein 

said. “What I’d like to see, and what 
we’re working on in the LES Standards 
Initiative, is the elimination of abusive 

behavior. It doesn’t matter if you’re 
a practicing entity, a non-practicing 
entity, a patent user, a patent owner. 
Get rid of abusive behavior. Try to get 
the gamesmanship out of things. We’re 
not going to fix the fact that going to 

court is expensive, but we’re trying to 
get an alternative method of resolving 
a patent issue, where good faith people 
can sit down and have a conversation 
about whether or not there is a valid 
patent, whether or not it’s infringed and, 
if so, what it ought to be valued at and 
what payment ought to be made.”

Bartholomew said that, in a nutshell, 
is the objective of the LES Licensing 
Standards Committee and the Licensing 
Standards Initiative in general. “There 
are now over 30 states that have 
enacted what we call bad faith demand 
letter legislation. They are not uniform 
in any sense. You always worry about 
patchwork legislation. People are trying 
to do business across state lines, and 
this just creates a mess.”

Roman Buhler, national director of 
the Madison Coalition, a Washington-
based organization which is seeking 
an amendment to the US Constitution 
designed to curtail the ability of 
the federal government to make 
regulations without Congressional 
approval, said that the current political 
climate in Washington has made 
passing legislation in the states a more 
attractive option. 

“It’s very, very hard to get the majority 
of the House [of Representatives], 60 

votes in the Senate and a presidential 
signature, so people tend to go after 
reform at the state level, and you get a 
patchwork,” Buhler said. 

“The question for the community 
that’s interested in having enforceable 

When we send out a package, 
it’s so heavy, you can barely lift 
the package. There’s every bit of 
information you could possibly 
want to know about our patents, 
our company and why you should 
want to do a deal with us. And we 
get no response.

- Aaric Eisenstein, vice president of licensing strategy,

Personalized Media Communications, Houston

“

” 

If a consensus begins to emerge 
on particular standards, and if 
people perceive that if they don’t 
do something voluntarily, some 
other kind of standard is going 
to be enforced, that is when, in 
my experience, people really get 
interested in signing on to voluntary 
standards.

- Roman Buhler, national director,

Madison Coalition, Washington

“

” 
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and effective and reasonable patent 
laws is, how do you engage the federal 
government,” Buhler said. “The risk is 
that you get a law that is statements 
of intent without any detail. And then, 
the details end up getting worked out 
by regulatory agencies, and the current 
state of regulatory law is that there is 
no firm regulatory law. President A 
can issue a set of regulations which 

mean one thing. The next president 
comes along and issues a new set of 
regulations, and you have a completely 
different system. The end result of 
federal legislation without safeguards is 
a fluctuating patent environment, which 

NEWS ANALYSIS

isn’t good for anybody, because you 
can’t predict what your property rights 
are going to be in two or four or eight 
or 10 years. That is not optimum for 
investment.”

“We think practitioners and the 
people in the business are motivated 
and capable of coming up with our 
own voluntary consensus standards 
that would apply to people who want to 

sign up to the standards for business 
conduct in the fields of intellectual 
property management,” Bartholomew 
said. “That’s what was behind the LES 
Standards Initiative. But what happens 
after we get a standard approved 

[by the American National Standards 
Institute]? How do we get industry 
players to adopt these standards, 
instead of leaving it to the status quo?”

Cheng said he believes industry 
will adopt the standards easily, once 
they’re shown it will save them money 
and reduce their litigation costs by 
signing on. 

Eisenstein hopes for the same kind 
of broad adoption of LES standards. “If 
somebody walks into court and says ‘I 
sued Company A yesterday,’ the judge 
is going to ask if he tried to work it out 
using the LES Standards. And if that 
somebody says no, the judge is going 
to say ‘Quit clogging my courtroom, 
go talk to each other and, if you can’t 
work it out, come back in six months. 
But first, try to work it out yourselves.’ 
That’s the level of adoption I’d really 
love to see.”

Buhler suggested that inaction on 
the party of rights holders and lawyers 
could result in exactly the opposite of 
what they would like to see happen. 

“If a consensus begins to emerge 
on particular standards, and if people 
perceive that if they don’t do something 
voluntarily, some other kind of standard 
is going to be enforced, that is when, 
in my experience, people really get 
interested in signing on to voluntary 
standards.”

- Gregory Glass

Photos of Eisenstein and Cheng 
courtesy of Carla J. Blackman, Design 
Interface, Inc.

There are now over 30 states that 
have enacted what we call bad 
faith demand letter legislation. 
They are not uniform in any sense. 
You always worry about patchwork 
legislation. People are trying to do 
business across state lines, and 
this just creates a mess.

- Jeff Bartholomew, shareholder,

Robinson Waters & O’Dorisio, Denver

“

” 

Read the November 2018 issue of Asia IP for more coverage from the October Licensing Executives Society (USA and 
Canada) meeting in Boston.
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C h e n g l o n g 
Ma has joined 
Hengdu Law 

Firm in Shanghai as 
an IP partner. Ma, 
who specializes in IP 

litigation and non-litigation matters, 
joined the firm from Jin Mao. He is noted 
for work representing multinational 
companies in sectors including biotech, 
healthcare and TMT. He previously 
worked at Zhong Lun, Beijing Global 
and DaHui before joining Jin Mao.

Charmian Aw 
has joined 
Reed Smith in 

Singapore as counsel in 
the firm’s global IP, tech 
and data group. Aw will 

focus on data, technology and cyber 
law; she has extensive experience in 
assisting companies on Singapore 
data protection law compliance and 
enforcement issues. This positions her 
to grow the firm’s tech and data practice 
in Asia. Aw joined Drew and Napier 
in 2007 as an associate and held the 
position of director in the TMT and 
corporate and finance practice groups 
from 2014. She has notable in-house 
experience, having been seconded to 
work in the legal teams at ESPN Star 
Sports and Discovery Asia.

Shaun Leong 
has joined 
E v e r s h e d s 

Harry Elias in 
Singapore as counsel 
with the firm’s 

international arbitration, litigation and 
dispute management group. Long 
focuses on commercial disputes in 
common and civil law jurisdictions 
and provides representation and 
strategic advice for clients engaged 
in international commercial arbitration 
and dispute resolution at international 
commercial courts. Among his recent 
work is representing one of the world’s 
largest Japanese car manufacturers 
in a Japan Commercial Arbitration 
Association arbitration where the 
opposing claimant alleged failure 
to assist with fulfilling licensing 
requirements, and alleged breach of 
warranties. He was head of the Court 

of Appeal Section in the Supreme 
Court Registry, where he was in 
charge of the management of complex 
commercial appeals. He also worked 
on the establishment.

OC Queen Street, the 
Singapore office of UK firm 
Osborne Clarke, has launched 

a competition practice featuring 
Harikumar Sukumar Pillay and Lip 
Hang Poh who between them share 
a combined experience of 16 years 
at the Competition and Consumer 
Commission of Singapore (CCCS), 
formerly, the Competition Commission 
of Singapore.

Pillay joins OC 
Queen Street 
after helming the 

enforcement division 
at the CCCS. Over the 
course of more than 

nine years at the CCCS, he worked on 
and supervised notable investigations 
and decisions involving cartel conduct, 
abuse of market power, and mergers 
and acquisitions.

As director of the enforcement 
division, he supervised the Intelligence 
Unit and IT Forensics Taskforce, was 
responsible for managing leniency 
applications made to the CCCS, 
overseeing the secret complainant 
and reward schemes, planning and 
executing dawn raids, and recording 
investigative statements of persons 
under investigations. Prior to joining 

Area and in a number of Portuguese-
speaking countries globally. “These 
developments will increase business 
and economic activities between 
Hong Kong and Macau and will open 
up significant opportunities for Hong 
Kong corporations, investors and 
financial institutions,” the firm said 
in a statement. MdME also foresees 
economic activities emanating from the 
Chinese mainland as providing new 
collaborative business opportunities 
between Macau and Hong Kong. 

The strong medium-term development 
potential of Hengqin Island is expected 
to soon start attracting Hong Kong 
businesses, investors and developers. 
The island is designated a special 
economic district named Hengqin New 
Area and has adopted a legal system 
similar in nature to the legal framework 
in Macau.

MdME has become the first 
Macau-based law firm to set 
up in Hong Kong following 

approval from the Law Society of Hong 
Kong to register as a foreign law firm 
to practice Macau law in Hong Kong. 
MdME opened its Hong Kong office 
on October 23, the same day the 
Hong Kong-Zhuhai-Macau bridge was 
opened. MdME says it will soon also 
become the first law firm to have offices 
in the three jurisdictions of the Greater 
Bay Area once it receives approval to 
open its office on Hengqin Island in 
Zhuhai.

The first says that the opening of 
MdME’s Hong Kong office is motivated 
by various market developments and 
trends in Macau, the Greater Bay 

the CCCS, he served as a Justice’s 
Law Clerk between 2006 to 2007 and 
worked at Drew & Napier from 2008 to 
2009.

Poh  joins from 
Drew & Napier, 
where he was 

assistant head of the 
firm’s competition and 
regulatory economics 

practice. He has extensive competition 
law and economics experience, 
having also worked at the CCCS, 
where he was principally responsible 
for conducting economic analysis for 
investigations, market studies and 
merger applications. He also advised 
government agencies on the impact 
of their policies on market competition. 
His work experience spans a broad 
spectrum of industries, including 
aviation, e-commerce, financial 
services, healthcare, manufacturing, 
shipping and telecommunications. Poh 
is also an adjunct faculty member at 
the Singapore Management University, 
where he teaches the economics of 
competition law module.

CHINA

PEOPLE & PLACES

SINGAPORE

MACAU

CORPORATE COUNSEL: Have a new position? 
Let us – and your colleagues – know about it! Sub-
mit information about your professional moves to 
editorial@asiaiplaw.com along with a high-resolu-
tion photo of yourself.

LAW FIRMS: Let us – and your clients – know 
about new intellectual property hires and promo-
tions and new offices through Asia IP. Submit in-
formation to editorial@asiaiplaw.com along with 
high-resolution photos to accompany any person-
nel moves.
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verall, the trend of IP worldwide is positive across 
jurisdictions.

Companies increasingly recognize the need to leverage 
their IP in order to enhance value and competitiveness. 

“IP is important to maximize value to any company, whether it 
is a start-up, a well-established company operating in their key 

home country, or a multinational. Innovation is increasingly 
recognized as necessary for market competitiveness in a 
range of sectors. Some companies are looking to collaboration 
and open innovation to build and develop IP that can then be 
leveraged by participants,” says Kristin Stammer, a partner at 
Herbert Smith Freehills in Sydney. “Developing countries are 

also increasingly being explored for IP 
leveraging, particularly brands and using 
capital light structures of entering new 
markets.” 

Nowadays, IP is not used only to 
protect proprietary rights, but also to 
gain a competitive advantage and drive 
new revenue streams, says Cyril Abrol, 
a partner at Remfry & Sagar in Gurgaon. 
“May it be a brand, logo, literary/
artistic work, design or invention, such 
intangible assets have substantial value 
and are undoubtedly essential in the 
formulation of business strategies. Apple 
is recently valued at US$182.8 billion 
as the most valuable brand followed by 
Google at US$132.1 billion, as reported 
by Forbes.”

Forbes reported its findings in May in 
its World’s Most Valuable Brands 2018 
research. 

Protection of IP gives business 

As awareness of the importance of IP is increasing, people want better use of their intangible assets. 
Johnny Chan reveals how they can accomplish this.

O

Leveraging IP

Co-branding allows participants to 
leverage their respective brands. 
Each of the participants in the co-
branding scheme relies on the 
other’s image, products, services or 
location to increase their own market 
penetration and share. Both brands 
can gain access to new markets.

- Cyril Abrol, partner,

Remfry & Sagar, Gurgaon

“

” 
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conglomerates a competitive advantage in that they can 
leverage IP to safely generate revenues by licensing, 
franchising, merchandising, entering into strategic alliances 
and providing products/services or simply assigning them to 
others. “Collaborated efforts and expertise is an avenue where 
cross border transactions and joint ventures assist in creating 
synergies and increased consumer demand. This may give 
rise to co-branding opportunities where two brand names are 
used together,” Abrol says. “Co-branding allows participants 
to leverage their respective brands. Each of the participants in 
the co-branding scheme relies on the other’s image, products, 
services or location to increase their own market penetration and 
share. Both brands can gain access to new markets.”

Businesses also commonly leverage their IP by using it as 
collateral for financing alternatives. 

“Ranging from traditional loans to mezzanine debt, many 
creative forms of financing are now available,” he says. “IP is 
generally used as collateral in obtaining IP-backed loans, IP 
collateral enhancement, IP royalty securitisation, and IP sale and 
license-back transactions.” 

In fact, if leveraged effectively, IP can be a key growth driver at 
every stage of an organization. “At inception, it assists in building 
brand recognition and securing investment. For a growing 

organization, diligent use of IP as a marketing tool has turned 
out to be extremely advantageous with a dual effect – in addition 
to entering new markets and establishing itself as a market 
leader, it helps in plugging competition,” he says. “Diversifying 
business by leveraging existing IP as building blocks is also a 
commonly-used tool to facilitate growth. IP is used by established 
organizations for limiting costs. IP data analysis assists in 
identifying performing assets over non-performing ones. Such 

information is vital in generating additional income by licensing-
out IP and divesting wasting assets.”

Hence, the creation and acquisition of IP should definitely 
be considered by businesses not as a cost centre (beyond the 
narrow use of the concept of exclusivity) but as an investment 
decision, Abrol says.

Indeed, industries are beginning to realize the value of IP. 
“It may be commercialized through 
licensing or used as collateral for 
loans. Rights owners may look towards 
insurance products which cater for 
possible enforcement situations,” says 
Siau Wen Lim, a director at Drew & 
Napier in Singapore. “IP valuation and 
due diligence is a burgeoning field that is 
becoming increasingly relevant in M&A, 
and in financial strategy.”

Rights owners and licensees will need 
to keep abreast of judicial developments 
to better negotiate and leverage IP, Lim 
says. “For instance, there have been 
important developments concerning fair, 
reasonable and non-discriminatory terms 
for standard essential patent licensing. In 
the first decision of its kind in the United 

Kingdom, the English High Court in Unwired Planet International 
v. Huawei Technologies recognized two methods for determining 
FRAND rates: either by deriving the rates from existing 
comparable licenses, or by calculating the SEP owner’s share 
of royalty across the total relevant patent portfolio essential to 
that standard (the top down approach). This decision is currently 
pending appeal. The English position may be contrasted against 
the US approach in TCL v. Ericsson and the Chinese approach 

COVER STORY Leveraging IP

IP valuation and due diligence is a 
burgeoning field that is becoming 
increasingly relevant in M&A, and in 
financial strategy.

- Siau Wen Lim, director,

Drew & Napier, Singapore

“
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 IP object
(increase over prior year)

Designs

Patent & Utility Models

Trademarks

 2010

1.642
 

3.673
 

27.561

2011

1.78
8.40%
3.824
4.10%
27.914
1.30%

2012

1.813
1.90%
4.093
7%

29.208
4.60%

2013

2.05
13.10%
4.313
5.40%
30.802
5.50%

2014

2.15
4.95%
4.639
7.60%
32.592
5.80%

2015

2.284
6.20%
5.289
14%

36.716
12.70%

2016

2.701
18.30%
5.556
5%
42.2

14.90%

2017

2.741
1.50%
8.123

46.20%
49.118
16.40%

IP applications in Vietnam

Table 1. IP applications in Vietnam (2010-2017), in 1,000s. Courtesy of Ageless IP Attorneys and Consultants.

Figure 1. Courtesy of Ageless IP Attorneys and Consultants
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in Huawei v. Samsung. English authorities are considered by the 
Singapore courts.”

In Vietnam, IP has an increasingly important role in the socio-
economic development and promotion of innovation. This can be 

seen through the constantly increasing numbers of applications 
shown in Tables 1 and Figure 1 on the previous page.

The numbers shown in the Table 1 and Figure 1 show that in 
the past few years, trademarks and designs have been subject 
to a higher level of growth than patents and utility models, says 
Nguyen Duc Xuan, managing partner at Ageless IP Attorneys 
and Consultants in Hanoi. “However, 2017 witnessed the strong 
growth of patents and utility models that 
increased by 46.2 percent compared to 
2016. Though trademarks and designs 
are still growing, it isn’t large in term of 
scale.”

The change in proportions of IP 
objects filed for registration as shown 
aligns to the trend of Vietnam’s 
economic development in the process of 
global integration, Xuan says. “We are 
showing the world our great potential 
in e-commerce, B2B and B2C internet 
services, mobile applications, automation 
and technology in agriculture and many 
other sectors. In the context of the 
ongoing global Industrial Revolution 4.0, 
the government has developed policies 
to promote the application of science 
and technology in all sectors, especially 
agriculture which is our traditional 
economic sector.”

Instead of concentrating on brand 
naming (trademark) and packaging 
(design) for goods/products, businesses are increasingly focusing 
on process improvement, technology (invention) to improve their 
competitiveness, he adds.

Leveraging Strategies
People have different ways of doing things, and deciding how 

to leverage one’s IP is no exception.
According to Stammer, key types of leveraging strategies 

include:
• Protecting IP – ensuring IP is identified early, ownership 

is correctly managed, confidentiality is preserved and IP is 
registered where appropriate. Building a 
solid and commercially-focussed portfolio 
of IP can attract investment, develop 
brand recognition with customers and 
increase market longevity; 

• Licensing out of IP – to build on 
existing revenue streams (such as by 
capitalizing on existing and recognized 
brands) or to create revenue streams 
(finding opportunities to exploit new 
innovations); and

• Licensing in of IP – such as through 
joint ventures, alliance agreements or 
technology transfer agreements, in order 
to create co-branding opportunities, 
distribution or commercialization rights, 
or to conduct joint research, both with 
competitors and non-competitors, or 
within and across the supply chain.

Abrol adds some basic steps towards 
maximizing returns from intangible 
assets:

Understanding. The need for IP and advantage of protection.
Identifying. Observe what is happening in the industry. 

Know your competition and its strengths; look at your core 
competencies and identify white spaces. Also, diagnose the IP 
issues/challenges with regard to a particular line of business.

Articulate. Articulating the approach your business will take 
towards IP. Make a plan for creating and leveraging IP, factoring 

in core competency, investment limits, and time horizons. This is 
beneficial to channelize efforts towards the right direction.

Align. Align you the IP strategies of your business with 
business goals and policies. Do you want to lead the market 
today, or follow today and lead tomorrow?

Integrate. IP moves from only supporting business and its 

Leveraging IP COVER STORY

Vietnam is showing the world our 
great potential. The government 
has developed policies to promote 
the application of science and 
technology in all sectors, especially 
agriculture, which is our traditional 
economic sector.

- Nguyen Duc Xuan, managing partner,

Ageless IP Attorneys and Consultants, Hanoi
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Where companies are continually 
evaluating M&A, it is always important 
to keep a regular review and analysis 
of your intangible assets and seek 
options of exploiting them under any 
and all given circumstances so that 
the revenues can be increased.

- Raka Roy, head of trademarks,

United Trademark & Patent Services, Dubai
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research and development activities, to finding ways that IP 
actually drives the direction of R&D and business strategy.

“All in all, a careful selection of members of the IP asset 
management team is vital and regular IP audit is a must,” Abrol 
says. “A company must create an ‘IP pathway’ aligned with its 
overall business objectives.”

In today’s market, there could be several manner and extent 
of strategizing options available to IP owners, says Raka Roy, 
head of trademark department at United Trademark & Patent 
Services in Dubai. “A need to reconsider its current associating 
commercial tie ups and partnerships is 
extremely important,” Roy says, noting 
that as part of this exercise, it is important 
to continually evaluate the following: 

• Are our strategies the best to 
achieve the objectives? 

• Reevaluate the source of the 
teaming agreements and associations.

• What could be the possible 
consequences, including politics, that 
would be affected if these agreements 
are reassessed?

• Even if there is a seeming 
imbalance in the financial and economic 
environment, will there be a restructuring 
considered? Or should one wait for the 
actual issues to arise?

As a matter of practice, it is important 
to also focus on repairing earlier broken 
networks and to analyze whether a 
different approach on those channels would yield better fallouts, 
adds Roy.

With an increasing amount of employee turnover and general 
business competitiveness, it is important that employees are 
aware of the company’s intellectual property and understand they 
are obligated to protect the IP, both while under employment and 
beyond it, she says. “From a licensing-out approach, there could 
be companies who haven’t explored their latent patent portfolios 

and technologies. There may be brands they haven’t explored in 
extending to levels which can earn them major benefits.”

She suggests the following patent 
leveraging options, which can be 
explored by companies with existing 
patent portfolios:

• Implementing and applying the 
patents in the company’s current core 
business. 

• Licensing any of the existing non-
exploited patents to a third company, 
one which is not competitive with the 
core business of the company in the 
same country, or to a competitor but 
in countries which aren’t of business 
interest to the company which owns the 
patent.

• Licensing to service providers in 
the aftermarket, such as those which do 
maintenance, sell spare parts, etc. 

• A company with existing technology 
might have an option of licensing-
in patents and pairing them up with 
company’s technology portfolio to create 
more innovative ideas. 

Other leveraging strategies including 
extending the company’s brand and 

further licensing the patents, creating strategically planned and 
executed agreements and joint ventures, and franchising the 
business model in order to receive considerable franchise fees.

These IP leveraging strategies are often the triggers for major 
capital formations, like venture investments and acquisitions, 
she says. “Further, where companies are continually evaluating 
M&A, it is always important to keep a regular review and analysis 
of your intangible assets and seek options of exploiting them 

under any and all given circumstances so that the revenues can 
be increased.”

Strategies Against Obstacles
While the above tactics are all feasible, there are often 

challenges to their implementation.
Companies often are not aware of the value of the IP they 

are creating and do not protect and leverage it appropriately, 

COVER STORY Leveraging IP

Other companies want to share 
valuable IP too early with their 
alliance partners, before patent or 
other appropriate applications are 
filed. Some companies prepare to list 
on their stock exchange, and realize 
as part of the preparation of the lack 
of protection of their IP.

- Kristin Stammer, partner,

Herbert Smith Freehills, Sydney

“

” 

Innovation happens when resources 
are put to use which costs money. 
Therefore, innovation comes with a 
price tag, and making it free would 
counter its future growth potential.

- Pankaj Soni, partner,

Remfry & Sagar, Gurgaon

“
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Stammer says. “Other companies want to share valuable IP 
too early with their alliance partners, before patent or other 
appropriate applications are filed. Some companies prepare to 
list on their stock exchange, and realize as part of the preparation 
of the lack of protection of their IP.”

To overcome those challenges, she adds that a company 
strategy around innovation and maximizing the value of intangible 
assets is important. The strategy should involve the following: 

• Decisions on whether third parties, such as universities, 
research institutions or innovation companies, should be involved 
in the creation or development of IP and, if so, determining the 
best way of structuring this to ensure you are maximizing your 
strategy of leveraging your IP;

• Ensuring your IP is being identified 
and recognized so that you are ahead 
of the market, and ensuring innovations 
are turned into valuable IP giving your 
company a market edge; and

• Regular reviews of IP assets 
and commercialization strategies are 
important. For instance, determining 
whether existing alliances are best 
leveraging your IP and, if not, whether 
they can be easily re-evaluated, and 
whether there is IP that is not being used 
or licensed that could be.

International Waters
When it comes to open innovation, 

many may worry that their IP is 
threatened. Fear not, say our experts.

The fundamental premise of open 
innovation – an ecosystem where 
ideas and knowledge flow across 
organizations – appears to be in conflict 
with IP protection’s “exclusionary” rights, 
says Pankaj Soni, a partner at Remfry & 
Sagar. “With open innovation, if one can 
share freely, why would anyone want to protect?”

But, innovation is not a charitable activity, Soni says. “Innovation 
happens when resources are put to use which costs money. 
Therefore, innovation comes with a price tag, and making it free 
would counter its future growth potential.”

So, an ideal situation is a symbiotic one – you open what you 
can share and protect what needs to be protected, Sonj adds. 
“Also, you can leverage open innovation when differentiation lies 
not in the open technology, but in its implementation. The threat 

is more from reactionary processes or ideologies than from open 
innovation.”

Stanley Lai, partner and head of IP at Allen & Gledhill in 
Singapore reinforces the idea that IP will not be threatened by 
open innovation. “If properly managed, the concept of open 

innovation can enhance innovation and 
create IP. Different protocols have to 
be established to capture and harvest 
IP that is the direct result of open 
innovation, with safeguards against 
unauthorized disclosure or appropriation. 
If the fruits of successful IP creation 
are shared between stakeholders of an 
‘open innovation’ model, this can lead 
to exponential growth and commercial 
potential. The success of any IP that 
is created from open innovation is 
also dependent on the management 
of intangible assets and strategies for 
effective downstream commercialization. 
In these areas, businesses may need to 

adapt their practices under closed innovation programmes, which 
traditionally operate away from collective and collaborative acts of 
innovation and creation.”

The Outliers
As hinted at the very beginning, IP rights holders in many 

jurisdictions are leveraging their IP heavily, but there are some 
jurisdictions where they are not.

Take Thailand for example, where both private and public 
sectors have not really leveraged IP at any level. “Perhaps, only 
top organizations of both sectors have used IP at some aspects,” 
says Panisa Suwanmatajarn, managing partner at The Legal 
Co in Bangkok. “For the private sector, trademarks are mostly 
recognized but other IP like patents and trade secrets are almost 
disregarded. For the public sector, research institutions are being 
pushed to claim patent protections, but most inventions have not 
been even attempted to be put in use.”

Leveraging IP COVER STORY

If properly managed, the concept 
of open innovation can enhance 
innovation and create IP.

- Stanley Lai, partner,

Allen & Gledhill, Singapore

“
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For the private sector, trademarks 
are mostly recognized but other 
IP like patents and trade secrets 
are almost disregarded. For the 
public sector, research institutions 
are being pushed to claim patent 
protections, but most inventions 
have not been even attempted to be 
put in use.

- Panisa Suwanmatajarn, managing partner,

The Legal Co, Bangkok
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aw firms across Asia Pacific are stepping up their game 
in a race to the top, whether by expansion, merger or 
good old-fashioned poaching, all of which makes it 
increasingly challenging for the rest of us to stay on top 

of the practice. On November 16, 2018, Asia IP will reveal the 
top copyright, patent and trademark law practices across the 
region at an awards ceremony at the Holiday Inn New Delhi 
International Airport.

The five shortlisted firms in each category were based on key 
cases and other information provided by law firms in the region. 
More than 5,000 in-house counsel from Asia, Europe and the 
Americas – the very people who frequently work with the firms 
and know them best – were then polled by Asia IP magazine 
throughout the first part of 2018. The firm receiving the most 
votes in each category will be named the winners in each of 19 
jurisdictions, plus in an international category. 

The results will be revealed at our gala dinner next month, 
and in the December issue of Asia IP.

Next month, Asia IP will honour the top trademarks, patents and copyright practices in Asia at the 
ninth Asia IP awards in New Delhi.

L

And The Nominees Are…
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Trademark
Davies Collison Cave

FB Rice
McCullough Robertson

Sparke Helmore 
Lawyers

Spruson & Ferguson

Patent
Davies Collison Cave

King & Wood Mallesons
Macpherson Kelley

MinterEllison
Spruson & Ferguson

Copyright
King & Wood Mallesons

Macpherson Kelley
McCullough Robertson

MinterEllison
Sparke Helmore

Lawyers

BNG Legal
HBS Law

Pich & Partners Law Office
SokSiphana & Associates

Tilleke & Gibbins

Trademark
Baker McKenzie 

Bird & Bird
CCPIT Patent and 

Trademark Law Office 
Deacons

Hogan Lovells

Patent
CCPIT Patent and 

Trademark Law Office
China Patent Agent 

(H.K.) Ltd.
Deacons

Hogan Lovells
Unitalen Attorneys at 

Law

Copyright
Baker McKenzie

CCPIT Patent and 
Trademark Law Office

Hogan Lovells
Unitalen Attorneys at 

Law
Wilkinson & Grist

Trademark
Baker McKenzie

Deacons
Mayer Brown

Nixon Peabody CWL
Wilkinson & Grist

Patent
Baker McKenzie

Bird & Bird
Deacons

Hogan Lovells
Nixon Peabody CWL

Copyright
Baker McKenzie

Bird & Bird
Hogan Lovells
Mayer Brown

Wilkinson & Grist

Australia

Hong Kong

Cambodia

China
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And The Nominees Are… FEATURES

Trademark
Anand and Anand
Rahul Chaudhry & 

Partners
Remfry & Sagar

RNA, Technology and 
IP Attorneys

Singh & Singh

Patent
Anand and Anand
INTTL Advocare

Mason & Associates
Rahul Chaudhry & 

Partners
Remfry & Sagar

Copyright
Anand and Anand

Beruar & Beruar LLP
INTTL Advocare

RNA, Technology and 
IP Attorneys

Singh & Singh

Trademark
AMR Partnership

Hadiputranto, Hadinoto 
& Partners

K & K Advocates
Rouse

SKC Law

Patent
AMR Partnership

Hadiputranto, Hadinoto 
& Partners

K & K Advocates
Pacific Patent 

Multiglobal
SKC Law

Copyright
Biro Oktroi Rooseno

Cita Citrawinda
Noerhadi & Associates
Hadiputranto, Hadinoto 

& Partners
Rouse 

Tilleke & Gibbins

Trademark
Baker McKenzie
Hogan Lovells

Nakamura & Partners 
TMI Associates 
Yuasa and Hara

Patent
Hiroe and Associates
Nakamura & Partners

Ryuka IP Law Firm
TMI Associates
Yuasa and Hara

Copyright
Baker McKenzie
Hogan Lovells

Mori Hamada &
Matsumoto

TMI Associates
Yuasa and Hara

BN Lawyers
C&C Lawyers
DSL Lawyers

MdME
RPMacau

India Indonesia

Japan Macau
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Trademark
KDJLaw 

Rahmat Lim & Partners 
Shearn Delamore & Co.

Wong & Partners
Wong Jin Nee & Teo

Patent
KDJLaw

Marks & Clerk
Shearn Delamore & Co.

Shook Lin & Bok
Wong & Partners

Copyright
Marks & Clerk

Shearn Delamore & Co.
Shook Lin & Bok
Wong & Partners

Wong Jin Nee & Teo

Khine Khine U
MN Associates

Tilleke & Gibbins
U Myint Lwin Law Office

ZICO IP

Trademark
AJ Park

Baldwins Intellectual 
Property

Buddle Findlay
James & Wells

Simpson Grierson

Patent
AJ Park

Baldwins Intellectual 
Property
Ellis Terry

James & Wells
Simpson Grierson

Copyright
AJ Park

Baldwins Intellectual 
Property

Buddle Findlay
Hudson Gavin Martin

Simpson Grierson

Trademark
Ali & Associates
Bharucha & Co
Sheikh Brothers

United Trademark & 
Patent Services
Vellani & Vellani

Patent
Bharucha & Co
Remfry & Son

Sheikh Brothers
United Trademark & 

Patent Services
Vellani & Vellani

Copyright
Ali & Associates
Remfry & Son

Sheikh Brothers
United Trademark & 

Patent Services
Vellani & Vellani

Pakistan

MyanmarMalaysia

New Zealand
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Trademark
ACCRA Law

Cruz Marcelo & 
Tenefrancia 

HECHANOVA Group 
Quisumbing Torres

SyCip Salazar 
Hernandez & 

Gatmaitan 

Patent
ACCRA Law

Castillo Laman Tan 
Pantaleon & San Jose 

Romulo Mabanta Sayoc 
& De Los Angeles 

Sapalo Velez Bundang 
& Bulilan 

SyCip Salazar 
Hernandez & 

Gatmaitan 

Copyright
ACCRA Law

Cruz Marcelo & 
Tenefrancia 

HECHANOVA Group 
Quisumbing Torres

SyCip Salazar 
Hernandez & 

Gatmaitan 

Trademark 
Cho & Partners  
Kim & Chang 

Lee & Ko 
Lee International IP & 

Law Group
Shin & Kim

Patent
FirstLaw PC
Kim & Chang

Lee & Ko
Yoon & Yang

YP Lee Mock & 
Partners

Copyright
Cho & Partners
Kim & Chang

Lee & Ko
Shin & Kim

Yoon & Yang

Trademark
DL & F De Saram
FJ & G De Saram 

John Wilson Partners 
Julius & Creasy
Sudath Perera 

Associates

Patent
DL & F De Saram

John Wilson Partners
Julius & Creasy
Neelakandan & 
Neelakandan
Sudath Perera 

Associates

Copyright
FJ & G de Saram

John Wilson Partners
Julius & Creasy
Neelakandan & 
Neelakandan
Sudath Perera

Associates

Trademark
Allen & Gledhill

Bird & Bird ATMD
Drew & Napier

Eversheds Harry Elias  
 JurisAsia

Patent
Amica Law

Bird & Bird ATMD
Drew & Napier
Rajah & Tann 

Singapore
Spruson & Ferguson

Copyright
Allen & Gledhill

Amica Law
Bird & Bird ATMD

Rajah & Tann
Singapore

Ravindran Associates

Sri Lanka

SingaporePhilippines

   South Korea
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Trademark
Lee and Li

Rich IP & Co
Saint Island Int’l Patent 

& Law Offices
Tai E Int’l Patent &

Law Office
Tsar & Tsai

Patent
Lee and Li

Rich IP & Co
Saint Island Int’l Patent 

& Law Offices
Tai E Int’l Patent &

Law Office
Tsar & Tsai

Copyright
Eiger

Formosa Transnational
Lee and Li

TIPLO
Tsar & Tsai

Trademark
Domnern Somgiat & 

Boonma
LawPlus Ltd

Satyapon & Partners 
Limited

Spruson & Ferguson
Tilleke & Gibbins

Patent
Ananda Intellectual 

Property
Baker McKenzie

Domnern Somgiat & 
Boonma

Tilleke & Gibbins
ZICO IP

Copyright
Ananda Intellectual 

Property
Baker McKenzie

Domnern Somgiat & 
Boonma

Tilleke & Gibbins 
ZICO IP

Trademark
Ageless IP Attorneys 

and Consultants
Baker McKenzie
Hogan Lovells

Pham & Associates
Tilleke & Gibbins

Patent
Ageless IP Attorneys 

and Consultants
Invenco

Pham & Associates
Tilleke & Gibbins

Vision & Associates

Copyright
Baker McKenzie

Indochine Counsel
Pham & Associates

Tilleke & Gibbins
Vision & Associates

Trademark
Baker McKenzie 

Eversheds Sutherland
Hogan Lovells

Spruson & Ferguson
Tilleke & Gibbins

Patent
Baker McKenzie

Bird & Bird
Hogan Lovells

Spruson & Ferguson
Tilleke & Gibbins

Copyright
Baker McKenzie

Bird & Bird
Hogan Lovells
Mayer Brown

Tilleke & Gibbins

Taiwan Thailand

Vietnam      International
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n India, the pendency of cases in various courts is huge 
and it often happens that, once an interim order is passed 
in favour of a litigant, that virtually sounds a death knell for 

the opposite party. Intellectual property disputes are no different 
to this time-consuming litigation process; however, the longevity 
of an interim order without any final decision is more detrimental 
in IP disputes, especially those involving trademarks, as the 
field is quite dynamic in nature and, in a given case, one may 
lose interest in the final outcome of the suit if the interim-order 
sustains for too long. In a slew of decisions, the Supreme Court 
of India has identified this concern of parties litigating for their 
intellectual property and has passed certain judgments which not 
only crystallized the existing trademark jurisprudence in India but 

also factored in the relevance of ‘leading evidence,’ ‘material on 
record’ and expeditious disposal of disputes inter alia pertaining 
to trademark registration, infringement and passing off. 

Passing Off in Trademarks 
– Territoriality Principle: 
Jurisprudence Crystallized

Toyota Jidosha Kabushiki Kaisha v. 
M/S Prius Auto Industries Ltd. & Ors. 
(Civil Appeal Nos. 5375-5377 of 2017, 
decided on December 14, 2017)

Facts and Rival Submissions: In the 
instant case, Toyota Jidosha Kabushiki 
Kaisha, the petitioner, instituted a suit 
before the High Court of Delhi, seeking 
a decree of permanent injunction for 
infringement of trademark, passing off 
and for damages against M/S Prius Auto 

Industries Ltd. & Ors, the defendants/respondents, in order to 
protect the petitioner’s trademarks ‘Toyota, ‘Toyota Innova, 
‘Toyota Device’ and the mark ‘Prius,’ of which the petitioner claimed 
to be a prior user. The petitioner claimed an enviable goodwill 
and reputation as one of the foremost automobile manufacturers 
in the world. However, until 2009, the petitioner had not obtained 
registration of the Prius mark in the Indian jurisdiction. Despite 
the fact that the petitioner had no registrations of the mark until 
2009, the petitioner claimed that various advertisements and 
news reports about Prius automobiles and publications in car 

Intellectual property disputes in India have long been subject to lengthy delays. Sagar Suri explains 
how the judiciary is working to change that. 

I

Ever-evolving IndiaFEATURES

Dealing with Delays

IP disputes are no different in this time-
consuming litigation process, but the longevity 
of an interim order without a final decision is 
more detrimental in IP disputes.
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magazines in India and across the globe has made Prius a well-
known trademark within the meaning of the expression under 
Section 2(1)(zg) of the Trade Marks Act, 1999. 

On the contrary, respondents not only had registered the 
Prius mark way back in 2002-2003 for all types of auto parts and 
accessories, but they had also been using the said trademark 

in carrying out their trade in such auto parts and accessories. 
According to the respondents, since they were in the business 
of manufacturing spare parts of automobiles, they were entitled 
to indicate the cars for which the spare parts have been 
manufactured by displaying the same name on the packaging of 
the products. The use of the words Toyota, Toyota Innova and 
Toyota Device, etc., were, therefore, for the purpose of honest 
use in an industrial matter and thus protected under Section 30 of 
the Trade Marks Act, 1999. Furthermore, as far as the Prius mark 
is concerned, according to the respondents, they had obtained 
registration of the mark in 2002 and had been continuously using 
the same since 2001. They had been regularly supplying auto 
accessories to various automobile giants like Hyundai Motors 
and General Motors. 

Lastly, according to the respondents, the Prius mark had not 
been registered in favour of the petitioner for any of its products, 
nor had any Prius automobile been sold in India so as to enable 
the petitioner to claim goodwill in respect of such cars in the 
Indian market. As the product itself was not in existence in the 
Indian market, according to the respondents, it was impossible 
for people in India to identify and recognize or associate the 
respondent’s registered trademark ‘Prius” with any of the 
products of the petitioner.

Decisions by Courts Below Which led the Case to the 
Supreme Court: The Single Judge of the High Court found the 
respondents guilty of trademark infringement and passing off on 
account of the fact that the petitioner was the first user thereof, 
having marketed its hybrid car all over the globe under the name 
Prius at least from the year 1997. Punitive damages of Rs1 million 
(US$14,000) were also awarded in favour of the petitioner. 

On appeal, the Division Bench of the High Court observed that 
it was necessary for the petitioner to establish that its reputation 
had spilled over to Indian market prior to April 2001, i.e., prior 
to the use and registration of the mark by the respondents. The 
aforesaid issue was decided by the Division Bench of the High 
Court against the petitioner on the ground that not only the publicity 
and advertisement surrounding the launching of the product by 
the petitioner in the international market was scanty, internet 
penetration in India at that point of time (prior to April 2001) was 
also limited and, therefore, it could not have been construed that 
prior to April 2001 the petitioner had established its goodwill and 
reputation in the Indian market, which respondents had taken or 
could have possibly taken advantage of. The Division Bench of 

the High Court further observed that test of possibility/likelihood 
of confusion would be valid at the stage of quia timet actions and 
not at the stage of final adjudication of the suit, particularly when 
the respondents had used the impugned mark for a long period 
as in the instant case. The test, therefore, was to be the one of 
actual confusion. 

No evidence was provided by the 
petitioner to show that any section 
of the ‘consuming public’ was misled 
by the use of the Prius mark by the 
respondents. The last nail in the coffin for 
the petitioner was the laches and delay 
on its part, in waiting to institute the suit 
until 2009. Thus, in the backdrop of the 
aforementioned reasoning, the Division 
Bench of the High Court held that the 
injunction order granted against the 
respondents against the Prius trademark 
was unjustified, and it set aside the order 
of injunction passed by the Single Judge 

of the High Court in relation to the trademark.
Supreme Court Judgment and Reasoning: In modern day 

trade, globalization has brought in multichannel modes of sale of 
goods in the market, and therefore it is the territoriality doctrine 
(a trademark being recognized as having a separate existence 
in each sovereign country) which would hold the field. Prior use 
of the trademark in one jurisdiction would not ipso facto entitle 
its owner or user to claim exclusive rights to the mark in another 
dominion. 

At the outset, the Supreme Court of India noticed two principles, 
namely: i) “that the action for passing off which is premised on the 
rights of prior user generating a goodwill shall be unaffected by 
any registration provided under the Act,”; and ii) that when using 
the trinity test wherein to prove and establish an action of passing 
off, three ingredients are required to be proved by the petitioner, 
i.e., his goodwill, misrepresentation and damages. 

The court further referred to Kerly’s Law of Trade Marks 
and Trade Names to get insight into the jurisprudence and 
interpretation appended to various provisions of the U.K. Trade 
Marks Act, 1994 which, incidentally are analogous to Indian 
Trade Marks Act, 1999. The court then proceeded to refer to a 
judgment from the U.K. Supreme Court in Starbucks v. British 
Sky Broadcasting (2015 UK SC 31), wherein Lord Neuberger 
observed as follows:

“As to what amounts to a sufficient business to amount to 
goodwill, it seems clear that mere reputation is not enough... The 
claimant must show that it has a significant goodwill, in the form 
of customers, in the jurisdiction, but it is not necessary that the 
claimant actually has an establishment or office in this country. 
In order to establish goodwill, the claimant must have customers 
within the jurisdiction, as opposed to people in the jurisdiction who 
happen to be customers elsewhere. Thus, where the claimant’s 
business is carried on abroad, it is not enough for a claimant 
to show that there are people in this jurisdiction who happen to 
be its customers when they are abroad. However, it could be 
enough if the claimant could show that there were people in this 
jurisdiction who, by booking with, or purchasing from, an entity in 
this country, obtained the right to receive the claimant’s service 
abroad. And, in such a case, the entity need not be a part or 
branch of the claimant: it can be someone acting for or on behalf 
of the claimant...”

The Supreme Court of India also took note of the fact that in 
Starbucks v. British Sky Broadcasting, the U.K. Supreme Court 

Respondents not only had registered the Prius 
mark, but had also been using the trademark 
in carrying out their trade.
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had really refined and reiterated an earlier view put forth in in 
Athletes’ Foot Marketing Associates Inc. v. Cobra Sports Ltd. 
[(1980) R.P.C. 343] to the following effect:

“…no trader can complain of passing-off as against him in 
any territory...in which he has no customers, nobody who is in 
trade relation with him. This will normally shortly be expressed 
by stating that he does not carry on any trade in that particular 
country...but the inwardness of it will be that he has no customers 
in that country…”

Finally, the court crystallized the law as being in favour of the 
territoriality principle. For the correct application of the principle, the 
court opined that courts in India must necessarily have to determine 
if there has been a spill over of the reputation and goodwill of the 
mark used by the claimant who has brought the passing off action. 
In the course of such determination, it may be necessary to seek 
and ascertain the existence of not necessarily a real market but 
the presence of the claimant through its mark within a particular 
territorial jurisdiction in a more subtle form. The Supreme Court 
finally concluded that the petitioner failed to establish his goodwill 

or reputation in India or the Indian market in relation to the mark 
and, coupled with the fact that there was considerable inordinate 
unexplained delay, the decision passed by the Division Bench of 
the High Court did not warrant any interference. 

The above-mentioned decision was a ground-breaking decision 
on many counts, the most significant of them being a clear message 
to the international business world that the Indian courts had, yet 
again, thrown their weight behind the territoriality principle. 

Contest in Trademark Registration: ‘Detailed’ 
and ‘Balanced’ Consideration of Evidence and 
Materials on Record

Royal Orchid Hotels Ltd. v. Kamat Hotels India Ltd. and Ors. 
(Special Leave (C) No .6131 of 2015, decided on December 14, 
2017)

Royal Orchid Hotels Limited, the petitioner, got registration of 
its trademark ‘Royal Orchid’ and ‘Royal Orchid Hotels’ in Class 
16 sometime in the year 2005. Kamat Hotels India Ltd, the 
respondent, after challenging the registration of the said mark in 
Class 16, at different appellate stages, finally lost the legal battle 
with the dismissal of a special leave petition by the Supreme 
Court vide an order dated September 1, 2014. Subsequently, 
the petitioner applied for registration of the same marks, this 
time in Class 42. The petitioner failed before the High Court 
and therefore petitioned the Supreme Court to direct the deputy 
registrar to register the trademark. 

Supreme Court Order and Reasoning: The Supreme Court 
of India noted that the Deputy Registrar of Trademarks concluded 
that the petitioner was not the first user of the Royal Orchid 
logo/mark as claimed and, in fact, the Orchid mark/logo was 
being used by the respondent from an anterior date. The court 

opined that an analysis of the impugned High Court judgment 
showcased that the conclusion recorded in the impugned order 
of the High Court was based on a detailed consideration of the 
materials brought on record by both the parties. The conclusion 
that the petitioner had not demonstrated that it was the first user 
of the logo/mark and that it is the respondent who is the first user 

was arrived at on such consideration. 
In conclusion, the Supreme Court 

opined that conclusions reached 
by the High Court cannot be said to 
be, in anyway, unreasonable and/or 
unacceptable. Rather, the Supreme 
Court held that the view recorded by 
the High Court was a perfectly possible 
and justified view of the matter and the 
conclusion(s) reached can reasonably 
flow from a balanced consideration of the 
evidence and materials on record. Thus, 
the registration of the mark was rightly 

refused to the Petitioner.

Interim Orders in Intellectual Property Rights 
Matters Which Govern the Parties for a Long 
Duration of Time and Disposal of the Main Suit is 
a Far Cry – A Disturbing Trend 

M/S Az Tech (India) & Anr. v. M/S Intex Technologies (India) 
Ltd. & Anr. (Speical Leave Petition (C) No. 18892 of 2017, 
decided on August 16, 2017)

The Supreme Court of India for the first time factored in the 
plight of litigants battling for their intellectual property on account 
of the long-drawn process of disposal of, inter alia, suits of 
infringement and passing off. In the instant case, the court noted 
that interim orders in IPR matters govern the parties for a long 
duration of time and disposal of the main suit is a far cry. This 
is a disturbing trend which the court needed to address in the 
first instance. The Supreme Court in the instant case requested 
the judges of the High Courts to work out ways and means for 
effective disposal of the IPR matters before them. 

Conclusion
Intellectual property is the new asset or property which has to 

be protected from the vices of long drawn litigation processes. 
Intellectual property has trans-border presence and therefore a 
global jurisprudence on IPR is the need of the present times in 
order to ensure uniformity in the realm of disposal of IPR disputes 
at a global level. The Indian judiciary has been pragmatic and 
proactive in ensuring expeditious disposal of IPR cases coupled 
with the fact that jurisprudence applied, as far as legally possible 
given the existence of domestic law, is in sync. with the globally 
accepted legal principles.

Sagar Suri is an advocate based in New Delhi, 
practising law before the High Court of Delhi and the 
Supreme Court of India. His main areas of practice 
include constitutional law, intellectual property rights 
and law relating to arbitration and dispute resolution. In 
the course of his career, he has acted for a wide range 
of companies, financial institutions and individuals 
involved in domestic and international litigation and 

arbitration. He is a specialist advocate skilled in urgent injunctive work, trial 
strategy, case presentation and cross-examination of both factual and expert 
witnesses from a broad range of disciplines. His practice also has a strong 
offshore focus, which result in frequent visits to Courts in Singapore and 
Australia. He can be reached at officesagarsuri@gmail.com.
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ccording to the World Intellectual Property Organization 
(WIPO), in a statement released earlier this year, 2017 
saw a record number of Uniform Domain-Name Dispute-
Resolution Policy (UDRP) filings against cybersquatting. 

Cybersquatting is not only a reality for generic top-level domains 
(gTLDs) and new gTLDs, but it is also a common practice 
frequent in the People’s Republic of China’s country code top-
level domains (.cn and. com.cn). Addressing an infringer of a .cn 
or a .com.cn domain through cease and desist letters is often 
ineffective, leaving the trademark owner with the option of either 
going for a CNNIC ccTLD Dispute Resolution Policy (CNDRP), 
or purchasing the domain back from the infringer, which could 

be costly. However, with the recent amendment to China’s 
Anti-Unfair Competition Law, the illegality of cybersquatting is 
now reaffirmed. Offenders risk harsher penalties than before, 
increasing infringers’ incentives to comply with the request from 

the trademark owner. 
With more than 772 million internet 

users in China in 2017, it is no surprise that 
cybersquatting is also occurring under 
.cn and .com.cn TLDs. China’s first-to-
file approach to domain names facilitates 
an environment where cybersquatters 
constantly scout for good “squatting” 
opportunities. This is understandable 
since, for most cybersquatters, the worst-
case scenario would probably consist in 
the cybersquatter merely losing rights 
to the domain name and wasting the 
registrar subscription fee, which does 
little to prevent cybersquatters from 

registering a domain name in bad faith. This is in stark contrast 
to the United States’ legislation where the Anti-Cybersquatting 
Consumer Protection Act provides plaintiffs with the opportunity 
to apply for statutory damages ranging from US$1,000 to 
US$100,000 per domain name. Hence, in contrast to China, 
a US-based cybersquatter is often more willing to cancel the 
registration due to the risk of having to pay damages to the 
trademark owner, and in some cases the cybersquatter will even 

Recent amendments to China’s Anti-Unfair Competition Law have given brand owners a stronger 
tool to combat cybersquatting. Niklas Per Fridman explains.

A

A Remedy Against 
Cybersquatting?

With more than 772 million internet users 
in China in 2017, it is no surprise that 
cybersquatting is also occurring under .cn and 
.com.cn TLDs.
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transfer the domain back to the trademark owner free of charge. 
Due to this, however, few cybersquatters are indicating that they 
are US citizens in the WHOIS database.

So what can a trademark owner do in case a third party has 
registered their trademark as a domain name under a cn. or 
.com.cn TLD? First off, the trademark owners should decide 
how important ownership of the domain name is. If ownership is 
secondary, and the domain is pointing towards infringing content, 
a take down notification to the hosting provider, together with 
a notification to the registrar, should suffice. After the infringing 
content has been taken offline by the hosting provider or the 
domain subscription has been canceled by the registrar, the 
domain should be placed under observation until it expires. It 
can then subsequently be bought when available again for 
registration for a defensive purpose. 

However, if ownership is of importance, there are several steps 
the trademark owner can take to secure the domain name. The 
first option is the least time consuming, though unfortunately 
often the least successful. It constitutes of the trademark 
owner making clear to the cybersquatter that their actions are 
infringements, which are actionable under Chinese law. The 
trademark owner can point out, or merely threaten, to take legal 
steps in case the cybersquatter does not reply. If the trademark 
owner at all receives a reply to this, it is likely that it is an impolite 
message including an offer to buy the domain, often similar to 
the cost of CNDRP. Such a reply is, however, not completely 
worthless, as it can be useful as evidence proving bad faith in a 
subsequent CNDRP filing. 

The second option is to request the registrar to cancel 
the domain name registration due to the infringement and 
subsequently try to buy the domain when the redemption period 
is over. It can be hard to prove the illegality of the domain to 
the registrar, if the domain is not pointing towards a website with 
illegal content and/or where the domain is not used for phishing. 
The third alternative is to file a CNDRP. This option comes with an 
attached cost (the total fee ranges from Rmb8,000 (US$1,170) to 
Rmb24,000 (US$3,500), dependent on the number of disputed 
domain names and panellists), and several requirements must 
be met. 

The domain must be registered in bad faith, the cybersquatter 
must not have any rights to the name, the domain must not been 
in control of the registrant for more than two years and, fourthly, 
the complainant must have the trademark registered in China. 

Where undertaking a CNDRP is too expensive, and where 
warning letters or registrar take downs have not led to the 
desired outcome, the trademark owner is left with the option 
of purchasing the domain, hopefully at a lower price than the 
CNDRP cost. However, in most cases, purchasing the domain 
from a cybersquatter is undesirable, as this would incentivize 
further cybersquatting. In this situation, and in the light of the 
new amendment to China’s Anti-Unfair Competition Law, the 
trademark owner should make it clear that the cybersquatter 
could be subject for hefty fines. 

Substantial amendments to the Anti-Unfair Competition Law, 
passed last November, came into force on January 1, 2018. 
Regarding the fighting of cybersquatting, this amendment is 
interesting for two reasons. First, Chapter 2, Article 6, of the 
new law states that the following is considered to be confusing 
and thereby constituting unfair competition: “Unauthorized use 
of the distinctive part of another’s domain name, website name 
or webpage which has gained a certain degree of influence.” 
This indicates that registering a similar or identical domain name 
as an already existing website is an act of unfair competition. 

Interestingly, the same applies to using any well-known website 
feature in a confusing fashion. 

Further, the amendment is interesting in that it also enhances 
the punishment for business operators engaging in unfair 
competition. Article 18 states that: “If an operator violates the 
provisions of Article 6 of this Law and commits a confusing act, 
the local Administrations for Industry and Commerce shall order 
it to stop the illegal act and confiscate the illegal goods. If the 
illegal business amount is more than Rmb50,000, a fine of not 
more than five times the illegal business amount may be imposed 
concurrently; if there is no illegal business operation or the illegal 
business amount is less than Rmb50,000, a fine of not more than 
Rmb250,000 may be imposed. If the circumstances are serious, 
the business license will be revoked.” 

In other words, the local Administrations for Industry and 
Commerce may impose fines of up to Rmb250,000. In the 
previous version, no maximum amounts were described for IP-
related infringements. In light of the new amendment, one could 
argue that the Chinese system compares favourably to the US. 
The US statutory damages system is dependent on the threat of 
the trademark proprietor suing the cybersquatter, while in China 
complaints may be made to the AICs, in general, at no extra cost.

(Rmb50,000 is approximately equivalent to US$7,315. 
Rmb250,000 is approximately equivalent to US$36,575.)

The new amendment changes the game in favour of the 
trademark owner. When sending a cease and desist letter to 
the registrant of a .cn and/or a .com.cn domain, it is therefore 
important to include a reference to the Anti-Unfair Competition 
Law. It should, however, be noted that even though the new 
amendment came into effect on January 1, 2018, this year, no 
guiding case law has been settled and it is therefore unclear to 
what degree the AICs will respond to cybersquatting complaints. 
Nonetheless, this should not stop the trademark owner from 
referring to the Anti-Unfair Competition Law in their cease and 
desist. In addition, they should be ready to not only “talk the talk” 
but also to “walk the walk” – i.e., reporting the cybersquatter in 
accordance with the Anti-Unfair Competition Law.

Niklas Per Fridman is the Copenhagen-based 
business development manager at Thomsen 
Trampedach, a company which manages large domain 
name portfolios, launches new gTLDs, monitors 
and takes down infringing content across websites, 
marketplaces, social media, apps and domain names 
globally and gives advice on new trends and threats. 
Besides having a heart that beats a bit extra for 

China, he graduated in 2016 with a master’s double degree in business and 
development studies from Copenhagen Business School and International 
Management from CEMS. He wrote his master’s thesis on Brand Protection 
on Chinese e-commerce platforms. His professional interests revolve around 
online brand protection, with a particular focus on China and emerging 
markets; product and service development, technology, entrepreneurship and 
research.

Thomsen Trampedach is committed to helping clients protect their 
trademarks online in China. The firm has both Chinese and Chinese-
speaking staff, and further assists large Chinese corporations with Online IP 
management in the rest of the world.
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o kick off Singapore’s annual IP Week @ SG, Daren 
Tang, chief executive at the Intellectual Property Office of 
Singapore, provided IP updates from around Asia during 
the ASEAN-China Innovation and IP Commercialization 

Seminar.

For the first time in 200 years, he said, Asia is at the centre 
of different developments. “In the 2018 Global Innovation Index, 

Asian economies continued to show the greatest improvement, 
with China catapulting over many other countries to reach 
into the top 20,” Tang said. “Malaysia and Vietnam were also 
amongst the top performing countries within their respective 
income brackets. As for Singapore, we retained our ranking as 

the top Asian country and entered into 
the top five for the first time.”

The same trends can be seen in the 
area of IP applications. “Six of 10 IP 
filings are now from Asia, rising from 
four of 10 just a decade ago,” Tang said. 
“Asia’s growth in IP applications at 10 
percent year-on-year has been twice that 
of global growth. More upstream, four of 
10 R&D dollars is now spent in Asia. One 
example is China’s R&D investments in 
AI, which Goldman Sachs has predicted 
will soon surpass the US and reach 
US$150 billion by 2020.”

ASEAN has a growing population 
of over 600 million people and an 
emerging middle class, with 60 percent 
of its population below 35 years old. 
“It is already the world’s sixth-largest 
economic region, and one of the 

world’s leading emerging market destinations for [foreign direct 
investment], with investments of US$121 and US$134 billion 

From September 3-6, more than 3,500 IP professionals from more than 40 countries gathered at the 
Sands Expo & Convention Centre for one of Asia’s leading intellectual property events: IP Week @ 
SG 2018. Johnny Chan reports.
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In the 2018 Global Innovation Index, 
Asian economies continued to show 
the greatest improvement, with 
China catapulting over many other 
countries to reach into the top 20.

- Daren Tang, chief executive,

Intellectual Property Office of Singapore
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in 2016 and 2017, respectively,” he said. “By 2030, ASEAN is 
projected to become the fourth-largest economy in the world.”

China is already the top trading partner of ASEAN, with bilateral 
trade reaching an all-time high of over US$500 billion in 2017, 
an increase of almost 15 percent year-on-year and the fastest 
growth rate of all its trading partners, he said. “In the past couple 
of years, Alibaba and Tencent have invested billions in ASEAN 
unicorns such as SEA, Lazada, Grab and Go-Jek.”

IP filings from Chinese companies into ASEAN have also 
increased. “For instance, Chinese patent filings into the six key 
ASEAN markets more than doubled from 2013 to 2016, with 
filings to Vietnam increasing by more than three times. On the 
converse side, it is interesting to note that Singapore’s patent 
filings into China – over 1,500 last year – is the highest of all the 
countries in the Belt and Road Initiative,” he said. “As impressive 
as all these facts and figures are, I believe that they are only 
the beginning of a surge of innovation 
related growth, trade and investment 
between ASEAN and China.”

SIPO 2.0
Shen Changyu, commissioner of 

China’s National Intellectual Property 
Administration – the name used by the 
former State Intellectual Property Office 
(SIPO) since August 28 – started off 
IP Week’s Anchoring Innovations: The 
Future of IP Organizations session with 
an explanation for the name change, and 
then provided some key statistics.

According to China’s president, Xi 
Jinping, SIPO was tasked with stepping 
up enforcement, raising the cost of 
infringement for infringers and unlocking 
a deterrent effect. 

CNIPA – the acronym for the National 
Intellectual Property Administration, 
which it says should be pronounced letter-by-letter – now 
covers not only patents and trademarks but also geographical 
indications and layout-design of integrated circuits. With 12,000 
patent examiners and 1,200 trademark examiners, CNIPA 

comprises a general office, the Department of Treaty and Law, 
the Department of Strategy and Planning, the Department of 
IP Protection, the Department of IP Utilization Promotion, the 
Department of Public Services, an international cooperation 
department and the human resources department.

In addition to its human help, CNIPA will rely more on artificial 
intelligence and big data to improve the quality and quantity of 
registration and examination, Shen said. “Similar to 185 other 

countries, CNIPA is implementing 
integrated management of IP and is trying 
to become more visible in economic 
development, technological innovation, 
foreign trade and social progress.”

Strengthening IP protection is key to 
CNIPA, and it vows to provide the biggest 
boost to enhance the competitiveness of 
the Chinese economy, he said. “But the 
support is needed by both foreign and, 
even more, by Chinese enterprises.”

CNIPA encourages technological 
exchange and cooperation between 
Chinese and foreign enterprises, 
and protects the IP owned by foreign 
enterprises in China, he said. “Meanwhile, 
we hope foreign governments would also 
enhance protection of Chinese IPRs.”

Aside from the moves of CNIPA, China 
had some remarkable achievements in 
the past few years.

For example, China exceeded one 
million patent applications for the first time with 1.102 million in 
2015 and in 2017, China received 51,000 Patent Cooperation 
Treaty applications, which put it in second place worldwide for 
the first time.

Blockchain and IP
For those who are unfamiliar with blockchain, David Kappos, 

a partner at Cravath, Swaine & Moore in New York, said that 

it is nothing more than a database. Kappos also reminded his 
audience that cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin are only part 
of the blockchain technology, and not its entirety. Kappos was 
speaking in the Blockchain Technology: Securing Your IP Space 

The industry is already using cross-
licensing, patent pooling and 
patent pledges to address rights in 
potential blockchain technology, 
so blockchain patent filings will not 
overwhelm patent offices.

- David Kappos, partner,

Cravath, Swaine & Moore, New York
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CNIPA is implementing integrated 
management of IP and is trying to 
become more visible in economic 
development, technological 
innovation, foreign trade and social 
progress.

- Shen Changyu, commissioner,

National Intellectual Property Administration, Beijing
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session.
Kappos addressed common misconceptions about blockchain 

such as whether it will become inaccessible because of patents.
“Well, the industry is already using cross-licensing, patent 

pooling and patent pledges to address rights in potential 
blockchain technology, so blockchain patent filings will not 
overwhelm patent offices,” he said. “And there are now numerous 
mechanisms available to handle incidental patent troll issues.”

Another myth, he said, is whether smart contracts will make 
lawyers obsolete. He reassured his audience by saying that 
the answer to that question is no. “A smart contract is merely 
software,” he explained. “Using smart contracts within a 
blockchain environment allows efficient performance and 
enforcement of objective contractual obligations. Lawyers will 
be more necessary than ever to structure complex commercial 
transactions, know what contractual provisions can be placed on 
a blockchain, and which provisions should not be placed on a 
blockchain.”

Since distributed ledgers create a secure, time-stamped, 
immutable record, blockchain is readily applied to IP management 
for record keeping, registration, controlling and tracking 
distribution, proving trademark use, enforcing licenses, enabling 
real-time payments, detecting counterfeits and retrieving stolen 
goods, he said.

Storing IP on a blockchain creates a trustworthy and transparent 
record. “Such solutions can be used by national patent offices to 
create a ‘smart IP registry,’” he said. “The ledger records various 
aspects of a particular IP: when an IP was first applied for, first 
used in trade, first licensed or first assigned.”

“Advantages of using a trusted, distributed ledger to record 
IP interests include eliminating logistical issues with procuring 
and storing evidence, and simplifying IP transactions such as IP 
audits or due diligence exercises during an M&A deal or IP sale,” 
he said.

Despite the benefits mentioned, Jack Ow, the Singapore-based 
senior counsel in Citibank’s APAC IP, operations and technology 
law group, warned about the legal issues inherent in blockchain.

Ow said the first question should be that of the applicable 
law, as principles of contract and title differ across jurisdictions. 

“Permissionless systems allowing transactions across borders 
combined with a lack of identity could create cross-border 
jurisdictional issues. Permissioned systems to identify the 
appropriate laws and dispute resolution mechanisms are 
essential,” Ow said. “But given the anonymity of participants, 
pinpointing the jurisdictions of fraudulent or erroneous transaction 
participants will be challenging.”

The second concern is the legality of smart contracts, as the 
source code of a program or a distributed 
physical machine executing a digital 
representation of that program may not 
be regarded at law as legal contracts, 
he said. “Other enforceability issues 
arise when analyzing using legal lenses 
and traditional contract concepts, e.g. 
concepts such as ‘offer’ and ‘acceptance,’ 
‘certainty’ and ‘consideration,’ are 
unlikely to be relevant to many coded 
programs.”

At best, smart contacts may be some 
kind of evidence for an agreement, or a 
means for the execution of provisions of 
a contract, he added.

The third issue is that there are 
decentralized autonomous organizations 
(bundles of smart contracts, culminating 
in a set of governance rules that are 
automatically enforced and executed 
through blockchains), for which legal 
status remains a regulatory grey area, 
he said.

The fourth challenge is the attribution 
of liability. “Can a company managing a private blockchain be 
held responsible for fraudulent or erroneous transactions?” he 
asked. “Who is responsible if laws are broken? What, if any, is 
the liability of a decentralized system and its creators? Can it be 
considered as a separate legal entity?”

Allocation and attribution of risk and liability to all relevant 
parties must be thought through carefully, he added.

Last but not least, regulations such as laws on digital signatures 
and personal data as well as the cryptocurrency issues must be 
considered well beforehand. AIP

Permissionless systems allowing 
transactions across borders 
combined with a lack of identity could 
create cross-border jurisdictional 
issues. Permissioned systems to 
identify the appropriate laws and 
dispute resolution mechanisms are 
essential.

- Jack Ow, senior counsel,

Citibank, Singapore
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Asians are not only getting rich with IP but with martial arts 
content as well. Chatri Sityodtong, founder and chief executive 
officer of ONE Championship, the world’s largest martial arts 
organization, talks about ONE’s IP management and future.

Asia IP: As intangible assets are now key for the survival and 
success of any enterprise, how does ONE Championship 
protect its content as online infringement is still severe in 
Asia?
Chatri Sityodtong: One of the biggest developments that 
we have come up with is that we have moved away from the 
pay-per-view model and now bring our live content to viewers 
absolutely free in a number of ways. Anyone in the world with 
a smartphone can download the ONE Super App, which gives 
viewers access to our digital content in their hands. We also offer 
our content through partners such as Facebook and Twitter, and 
our worldwide affiliate TV networks. By offering our content to 
everyone for free, we have completely changed the way people 
consume martial arts. Our goal is to weave martial arts into the 
very fabric of society and we get closer to achieving that every 
day. 

AIP: When online infringement is detected, are local internet 
service providers cooperative with you to locate the 
infringers? What would you do otherwise?
CS: We have a very strong web team that handles these matters. 
They work around the clock making sure that we offer our fans 

a premium viewing experience where they can witness world-
class martial arts action. We have systems in place to handle 
infringement and we do work closely with ISPs to ensure we have 
everything under control. 

AIP: As virtual reality or augmented reality is gaining traction 
nowadays, will it be applied to any of your future fights?
CS: VR is blossoming but, while impressive, it is still in its 
infancy. At the moment, we have not looked into VR or AR but 
of course, in our line of work delivering a unique experience to 
fans, anything is possible. We will go into various digital spaces 
at the proper times. Right now, we are focused on our world-
class online viewing experience through the ONE Super App and 
other avenues of viewing our digital content.

AIP: Your website states that “our dream is to unite the 

IP Week @ SG 2018 brings together thousands of professionals from around the region. Johnny 
Chan meets with two key IP Week participants.

The King of Fighters:
Interviews with IP Week 
Speakers

Chatri Sityodtong is the founder, chairman and CEO of 
ONE Championship, Asia’s largest global sports media 
property. ONE Championship, a celebration of Asia’s 
greatest cultural treasure, martial arts, and its deep-
rooted Asian values of integrity, humility, kindness, 
honor, respect, courage, discipline, and compassion, 
is broadcast to more than 1.7 billion potential viewers 
across 136 countries around the world. Sityodtong is a 

self-made entrepreneur and lifelong martial artist from Thailand. 
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4.4 billion people in Asia and to celebrate our continent’s 
greatest cultural treasure together in harmony.” You seem 
to have achieved that being the top sports media property 

in the east, so are you conquering the west next or doing 
unconventional things such as broadcasting e-sports?
CS: We remain committed to developing martial arts as a whole 
in Asia, where we have very strong roots. Our goal is to weave 
martial arts into the very fabric of society in Asia. It’s gotten 
very big over the past few years but we’re only just beginning 
to scratch the surface of what is possible. eSports is always a 
possibility and the thought of having a ONE Championship video 
game is very exciting, but right now we’re completely focused on 
building our brand in Asia and telling the incredible stories of our 
ONE athletes.

Saving Cancer Patients
Many find out they have cancer only after it is too late. What if 
cancer tests were simple and not painful? Would that encourage 
more people to check up earlier to prevent unnecessary deaths? 
Min-Han Tan, CEO and medical director of Lucence Diagnostics, 
has just launched a new cancer detection method with only one 
draw of blood.

Asia IP: Where did Lucence Diagnostics get the idea to 
provide rapid, cost effective and accurate cancer blood tests 
with just one draw of blood?
Han Tan: Lucence Diagnostics is a genomic medicine company 
that wants to change the way cancer is detected and treated with 
our liquid biopsy tests. 
The idea to deliver a simple blood test for cancer diagnosis goes 
back to 2005 when I was working as an oncologist at the National 
Cancer Centre Singapore and there I witnessed the suffering that 
late stage cancer patients went through.

Conventional tissue biopsy requires surgical removal of tissue 
from the body and can take up to a week to analyze. Tissue 
biopsy is usually done once and cannot be used to track the 
patient’s cancer progression or treatment response. The quality 
and amount of tissue material may also be inadequate for full 

AIP: While the WWE has produced iconic fighters such as 
The Rock and John Cena, do you think that we can also have 
our own action heroes in Asia? 

CS: We are committed to building martial 
arts superheroes and we already have 
incredible stars such as ONE Women’s 
Atomweight World Champion Angela 
Lee, the Philippines’ Eduard Folayang 
and “The Burmese Python” Aung La N 
Sang of Myanmar, to name a few. It’s 
just a matter of time before we have that 
true breakout star that will transcend 
sports and entertainment. As martial 
arts continue to explode in popularity 
in Asia, stars will be born and ONE 
Championship will be at the forefront of 
the martial arts revolution.

AIP: Compared with sports such as 
basketball and football, martial arts 
are still perceived by some as violent. 
What can you and governments do to 
increase positive awareness?
CS: Since we first started in 2011, our 
goal has been to promote the true 
values of martial arts – integrity, humility, 

honour, respect, courage, discipline and compassion. We want 
to show the world through education and our athletes that martial 
arts are not violence and ONE Championship is different from 
other martial arts organizations. We represent everything good 
about martial arts and the impact it has on human life. By telling 
the stories of the lives of our amazing athletes, many of whom 
have had to overcome adversity, extreme poverty and hardship, 
we can ignite passion and hope in the world. We can inspire the 
people watching at home and feature martial arts as the driving 
force behind positive change.

Min-Han Tan is the founder and CEO of Lucence 
Diagnostics, a company which delivers advanced 
cancer diagnostic services to physicians and patients, 
with offices in Singapore, Hong Kong and San 
Francisco. The company’s mission is to illuminate 
cancer diagnosis and management through relentless 
innovation in genomics. Trained as a medical oncologist 
and geneticist, Tan divides time between the bedside 

and the laboratory, believing that major advances in care occur only through 
a deep real-world understanding of patients. His research interests focus on 
innovative cancer diagnostic technology and data analytics. Lucence received 
an honourable mention in the IPOS-WIPO IP Awards 2018.

We are committed to building martial 
arts superheroes and we already 
have incredible stars. As martial arts 
continue to explode in popularity 
in Asia, stars will be born and ONE 
Championship will be at the forefront 
of the martial arts revolution.

- Chatri Sityodtong, founder, chairman and CEO,

ONE Championship, Singapore

“
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testing. Some patients are also physically not suitable for 
invasive procedures. I saw first-hand the need for better cancer 
diagnostics to save lives earlier. 

This led me to develop a liquid biopsy technology that can 
diagnose cancer rapidly, accurately and non-invasively with just 
a single draw of blood. We have a range of blood tests for cancer 
screening and tumor treatment. Our tests can help doctors detect 
cancer earlier and monitor treatment response since a blood test 
is easy to administer. Our blood tests also help select targeted 
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therapy for late stage cancer patients based on profiling patients. 

AIP: What kinds of IP difficulties when developing the 
service? Are there many patent acquisition and licensing 
issues?
HT: The technology behind Lucence came out of the research 
I did at [the Agency for Science, Technology and Research 
(A*STAR)], where I led the Laboratory of Systems Medicine from 
2011 to 2017. Lucence acquired the patents and know-how that 
my lab developed at A*STAR – this is important for a technology 
company. 

Lucence has grown rapidly since the company was established 
in March 2016. Our cancer blood tests are used by physicians 
regionally. We have offices in Hong Kong and San Francisco, 
and a regional presence in ASEAN through our local partners. 

Innovation will continue to drive the growth of our business 
which is why Lucence has also developed its own technology 
and are filing patents in more markets as we expand. We see the 
role of IPOS as an important one to help companies build and 
scale up IP. 
AIP: What is the test’s error rate? If one draw of blood is 
tested cancer positive, would you draw another to verify?
HT: All our tests are stringently validated to the highest standards, 
and we participate in external quality assessments to ensure that 
our tests meet industry benchmarks. We have achieved top-
tier performance for our tests by international external quality 
assessment organizations such as the Quality Control for 
Molecular Diagnostics, and the European Molecular Genetics 
Quality Network. 

AIP: Will any other conditions such as obesity and anorexia 
affect blood quality and hence the result?
HT: Test results can be affected for patients that have undergone 
blood transfusion or bone marrow transplant within two weeks. 
But the test can be taken two weeks after.

AIP: Your website states that “our experience with Asian 
cancers makes Lucence the preferred genetic testing 
partner in Asia.” What are the typical Asian cancers and why 

is there such phenomenon? 
HT: According to the International Agency for Research on Cancer, 
nearly half of all cancer cases and most cancer deaths in the world 
this year will occur in Asia. One of the reasons is because some 
cancers with higher death rates are more common in Asia. The 
agency also cited that there is extraordinary diversity in the types 
of cancer and patterns of illness around the world. It is therefore 
important for us to tailor our tests to prevent and treat cancers in 
different parts of the world. Our tests can target common cancers 
in the world such as breast, colon and lung, as well as cancers 
that are more common in Asia like nasopharyngeal cancer. This 

cancer is common among men aged 40 
and above in Southeast Asia and South 
China, with the highest global incidence 
in Singapore and Malaysia. We have 
developed a test that can screen for early 
stage nasopharyngeal cancer before 
symptoms appear. 

AIP: Will the test be more accurate 
for Asians then? What if an American 
expatriate in Singapore wants to do 
it?
HT: Our tests are suitable for all races. 
We target the most common cancers in 
Asia, including breast, colon, lung, liver 
and nasopharyngeal cancer. Many of 
these are not exclusive to Asians. This 
helps improve cancer diagnosis and 
treatment selection of patients in the 
region.
 
AIP: How often should people do the 
test?
HT: Our blood tests can be repeated to 

monitor treatment response and cancer recurrence. This provides 
real-time information on how the treatment is progressing since 
cancer mutates rapidly.  

AIP: What is the pricing for the test?
HT: Our test price ranges from the low hundreds to several 
thousand dollars depending on the requirement. A good 
evaluation is key to selecting cancer therapies, to achieve good 
outcomes and avoid futile approaches. 

AIP: Are you developing tests on other illnesses other than 
cancer next?
HT: Our tests focus on cancer, and their related mutations and 
viruses such as the Epstein Barr virus and hepatitis virus. Our 
goal is to enable liquid biopsy as leading platform for true non-
invasive monitoring of health.

The technology behind Lucence 
came out of the research I did at 
A*STAR, where I led the Laboratory 
of Systems Medicine from 2011 to 
2017. Lucence acquired the patents 
and know-how that my lab developed 
at A*STAR – this is important for a 
technology company.

- Min-Han Tan, founder and CEO,

Lucence Diagnostics, Singapore
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ASEAN

Pursuant to the Implementing 
Regulation No. 15 of 2018, an initial 
request for postponement has to be 
submitted within three years from the 
grant of a patent. 

Regrettably at this moment, the 
Implementing Regulation No. 15 of 
2018 does not provide requirements 
and procedures for filing the 
postponement request in detail. 
Information provided therein is scant. 
For example, if an official fee is required 
and more importantly, whether such a 
postponement request is applicable to 
all patents that are currently in force or 
only to patents that were granted after 
Article 20 came into force, i.e. August 
26, 2016, This is not stipulated in the 
Implementing Regulation No. 15 of 
2018. 

We therefore expect further 
clarification from the Indonesia Patent 
Office on this in the near future.

Postponement Regimen on 
‘Patent Working Requirements’ 
introduced by the Ministry 
of Law and Human Rights 
(Indonesia) 

Article 20 of Law No. 13 of 2016 on 
patents that came into effect on August 
26, 2016, requires patent holders to 
“work” their patents in order to support 
the transfer of technology, investment 
and/or job opportunities in Indonesia. To 
comply with the working requirements, 
patent holders need to implement their 
patents, for example, by way of either 
manufacturing their patented products 
or using their patented processes in 
Indonesia within 36 months from the 
date the patent is granted. 

Failure to “work” these patented 
inventions will open up an opportunity 
to any other interested person to apply 
for a compulsory licence in respect of 
the patented products or processes, 
pursuant to Article 82, which is 
reproduced as below. 

Article82 
(1) A compulsory license shall 

constitute license to implement a patent 
granted by the Minister upon request by 
reason of:

a. Patent holder does not fulfil the 
obligation to make the product or using 
the process in Indonesia as referred to 
in Article 20 (1) within a period of 36 
(thirty-six) months after being granted 
patent;

b. Patents have been implemented 
by the patent holder or licensee in the 
form and manner that is detrimental to 
the public interest; or

c. A patent resulting from the 
development of a patent that has 
been previously granted cannot be 
implemented without using another 

party’s patent that is still under 
protection.

(2) An application for a compulsory 
license referred to in paragraph (1) is 
free of charge.

In the event that an application for 
a compulsory licence is lodged by an 
interested person after the period of 36 
months, the patent holders will have 
to produce evidence that the patented 
product or processes have been 
implemented in Indonesia. 

Additionally, a patent may be 
revoked by the government due to 
non-compliance with these working 
requirements. A public prosecutor or 
“other party that represents national 
interests” (and no other person) can 
request revocation if a patent is not 
worked in Indonesia within the period of 
36 months from the grant of the patent. 
However, it seems unlikely that a public 

prosecutor will initiate 
revocation proceedings 
against a patent on the 
ground that the patented 
product or process is 
not worked, unless it is 
against national interest. 

On July 11, 2018, 
Implementing Regulation 
No. 15 of 2018 was 
issued to provide more 
clarity on the working 
requirements as recited 
in Article 20 of the current 
Indonesia patent law. 

Specifically, a postponement regime 
has been introduced. Patent holders 
who have yet to work their patented 
inventions in Indonesia can now defer 
their obligations by submitting a written 
request to the Ministry of Law along 
with reason(s) for the postponement. 
If approved, a postponement period 
of not exceeding five years may be 
granted. Seeking further postponement 
(i.e. beyond the maximum period of five 
years) may also be possible, citing valid 
reason(s). 

The following reasons for the 
postponement of the implementation of 
a patent have been generally regarded 
as acceptable:

1. The patented process or product 
needs further developments. 

2. There is lack of facilities to 
implement the patented process or 
products within 36 months from the 
grant of the patent. 

3. Inability to make investment to 
bring the manufacturing technology into 
Indonesia. 

Denise Mirandah is 
a director of mirandah 
asia. She is involved 
in litigation and 
dispute resolution 
on IP  matters in 
Singapore, Malaysia, 
Thailand, Vietnam 

and Philippines.  She has been admitted to 
practice in Singapore. She can be contacted 
at denise@mirandah.com.

Maulitta Pramulasari 
heads Mirandah Asia’s 
Indonesia patent and 
design operations. 
She works closely 
with clients from a 
wide range of sectors 
in conducting all 

necessary searches, patentability reports 
and opinions. She also handles trademark-
related work and supervises the trademark 
department.

Failure to “work” these 
patented inventions will open 
up an opportunity to any other 
interested person to apply for 
a compulsory licence.
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Blockchain: Patentability and 
Philosophy 

Blockchain is a rave today. There 
are many cramming about its potency, 
pervasiveness and relevance, today 
and in the future. And for people in the 
legal fraternity who are often found in 
conversation with the technical minds, 
it throws open a multitude of questions: 
can it be legally protected? if yes, what 
part of it and how? does it have any 
socio-economic ramifications? 

Before we mull further, let us 
remember the internet in the early 
1990s. With then-arcane jargon like 
‘surfing the web’ and ‘www,’ the idea 
of electronic mail and the potential to 
browse through a sea of information 
with one click was totally alien. Who 
could have fathomed how intrinsically 
woven the internet would become in 
our daily fabric in years to follow? 

Following the internet, there came 
e-commerce and social media which 
are rightly called use cases of the 
internet. Similarly, the buzz of Bitcoin 
we hear today is a use case of the 
blockchain. Internet was a game-
changer then and so is blockchain set 
to cast a similar spell. 

So what is a blockchain? It is like a 
distributed ledger which comprises data 
stored in a block which is difficult to 
change. Adapted by the pseudonymous 
Satoshi Nakamoto, it was first used 
with Bitcoins. 

A block contains data, hash and hash 
of the previous block. A hash is a key 
identification of the block, something 
like a fingerprint. What makes the 
blockchain secure and reliable is 
its trinity: hash, proof of work and 
distributed systems. 

With the hash in place, if a block 
changes, its hash changes, too. Thus, 
in event of any malicious activity, the 
changed hash no longer corresponds 
with the hash of the original block. 
However, computers today can re-
calculate thousands of hashes in less 
than a second and thus make the entire 
blockchain valid again. Using proof of 
work slows down the creation of a new 
block by a few minutes. Thus, when a 
hash changes, the proof of work time 
factors in, which delays the validation of 
the blockchain by a substantial amount 
of time. 

The distributed, decentralized nature 

of the blockchain allows new nodes to 
be added. The new member is given a 
copy of the entire blockchain wherein 
each node verifies and then adds new 
blocks to the chain. This presupposes 
the principles of anonymity, privacy and 
consensus. It is not difficult to see why 
people would conflate this with Bitcoins.

While the genesis of blockchain 
arose with facilitating transactions of 
digital currencies, blockchains have 
the potential of creating an impact on 
other technological applications, too, 
including agriculture, medical industry, 
tax collections, voting systems and the 
internet of things.

Thus, if blockchains is becoming so 
rampantly ensconced in our systems, 
how patentable are they?

The number of applications being 
filed – and patents granted – in 
Blockchain technology is increasing. 
And the trends suggest a rise until 
the time the open source developers 
release the code to the public. The 
main jurisdictions contributing to the 
patent share are China, the US, the UK 
and Canada. 

With the Alice case, not all software 
applications are patentable in the 
US anymore; nonetheless, the US 
is issuing a growing number of 
patents in exchange-traded products, 
hybrid blockchain-based messaging 
applications, interactive entertainment 
and digital items. This implies that 
opportunities still exist, which is 
likely to cause a ripple effect in other 
jurisdictions, too – especially because, 
barring some differences, broadly, the 
jurisdictional contours of patentability in 
computer-related inventions are more 
or less the same. 

More specifically, the patentability 
requirements in India for computer-
related inventions, governed by Section 
3(k) of the Patents Act, precludes grant 
of patent for claims relating to computer 
programs per se, algorithms, business 
methods and mathematical methods. 
The test is two-fold: to determine 
where the actual contribution of the 
invention lies, and then to determine if 
the contribution lies in any of the four 
aforementioned categories.

Of late, at least by way of elimination in 
its latest Computer Related Guidelines 
(CRI), India has done away with the 
novel hardware requirement. While its 
interpretation and implementation can 
be arguably held to be rather sporadic 
and varied across patent offices, it is 
fast gaining traction.

Stuti Dhyani is a 
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in Noida, where 
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prosecution and 
contentious matters 
in the domain of 

computer science, telecommunications and 
information communication technology (ICT). 
She has extensive experience representing 
software and telecom giants across the globe 
especially in validity opinions, Indian office 
actions, infringement analysis, claim chart 
vetting and appearances before the Indian 
patent office. 
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However, since most of the 
blockchain is built on known algorithms, 
it will still invariably attract Section 3(k), 
being alleged to simply appending 
conventional steps to a “well known” 
algorithm. Nonetheless, we need to 
understand that the patentability of 
software and technology platforms 
do not cease just because some or 
all of the software is open source 
or built on an existing or a known 
protocol. For example, if the algorithm 
with some variation is designed to 
provide a technical solution to a 
technical problem, it may hold water. 
Or, if a security feature is bolstered 
significantly, or an application lends a 
more potent authentication or the key 
exchange combats phenomenally the 
existing security threats, such resulting 
functionalities leveraging on the 
existing tools and components stands a 
fair ground in being patentable. 

Therefore, the need of the hour is to 
set aside the general bias and cull out 
the essence of emerging technologies 
and set it within the moulds of 
patentability. 


